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The Institution agrees to publish this overall strategy (all three parts) on its website within one month after
the signature of the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education by the European Commission.

Please describe your institution's international (EU and non-EU) strategy. In your description please explain a)
how you choose your partners, b) in which geographical area(s) and c) the most important objectives and
target groups of your mobility activities (with regard to staff and students in first, second and third cycles,
including study and training, and short cycles). If applicable, also explain how your institution participates in the
development of double/multiple/joint degrees. (max. 5000 characters)

Original language [EN]

Choosing our international partners is based on several principles:

a) One fact of great importance are the interests, wishes and necessities of our teachers, students and staff. Monitoring
closely our academic and administrative processes, the executive board and the international office initially intend to
evaluate the specific needs and requirements which are relevant for forming international co-operations. Based on the
close evaluation and communication with all groups of our institution, the staff of our international relations' office is in
constant effort to make enquiries about potential international partners. The principles of our selection of international
partners follow academic (concerning: course structures, investigation fields, teachings methods etc.) administrative
(concerning: administrative means, facilities, administrative infrastructure for international exchange etc.) and finally cultural
and general matters (concerning: location of the potential partners, accommodation situation, range of possibilities for
extra-curricular or extra-academic activities etc.).

b) We are not determined on specific geographical factors. Although our partners are predominantly situated in the EU
(Due to their relative proximity and the fact, that the EU offers very elaborated structures to form "inter-EU-partnerships"),
we also have in place potential non-EU partners for future projects of academic interchange. From an idealistic standpoint
our main principle certainly is interculturality and we are eager to enhance our international network as intercultural as
possible, in order to have the possibility to take part in a rich and varied global-cultural environment and let international
partners participate in our institution including all the cultural specifics of our Institution's City and Country. Appointing
interculturality as driving principle of international academic interchange in a very positive way makes long strides in all
fields which are relevant for our institution: our academic contents and efforts are widened through intercultural and therefor
trans-disciplinary aspects and influences; varied perspectives enable to throw light on administrative processes in a
potentially different way, which can lead to a improvement of administrative matters; all in all a wide intercultural network
provides for fresh perspectives, (cultural) learning experience, and for all participants of international exchange projects and
mobility programs invaluable gain in academic, professional and personal matters.

c) Our main target groups inside our institution are our students and teachers. We encourage and support them regarding
exchange/mobility programms as we share the conviction that staying abroad forms an import part of a complete
educational experience. That is why we also encourage our institution's international partners to send their staff, students
and teachers using mobility activities. Until now we had excellent experience with guests from our institutional international
partners and found them very enriching for our academic ambience. The most important objectives of our institution´s
mobility activities are based on different levels. 1) administrative level: regarding every mobility activity (be it for outgoing or
incoming participants) we put high effort into ensuring, that on an administrative level all steps and necessities can be taken
smoothly. Supporting (potential) participants in administrative concerns is crucial for initiate mobility activities and therefor
form an important part of our international mobility agenda. 2) academic level: we want to ensure that every participant of
mobility activities (incoming/outgoing) receives an optimal academic experience. Coordinating and communicating contents
and didactic matters very closely, interchanging information on the participating countries' education system's specifics and
be willing to remain a certain amount of flexibility to be able to integrate enriching influence from international partners is of
great importance for us. 3) intercultural level: by organizing the levels 1) administration and 2) academics as conscientious
and thorough as possible, we aim at ensuring that all participants of mobility activities that are connected to our institution
are able to make the most out of their international interchange experience. Adding intercultural experience and foreign
language skills finally stand on top of our agenda regarding international partnerships.
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If applicable, please describe your institution's strategy for the organisation and implementation of international
(EU and non-EU) cooperation projects in teaching and training in relation to projects implemented under the
Programme. (max. 2000 characters)

Original language [EN]

Our strategy for the organisation and implementation of international cooperation projects consist of several tools to aims
the objetives of the mobilities:
Students:
After the acceptation of an incoming student
- We designate a peer mentor  for every one who will guarantee the organisation of his/her Schedule at the beginning of the
mobility
- Language courses are offered in the EOIMalaga (official language school of Malaga)
- Information on curricula is available in the International Office as well as on the institutional website (www.conserv-sup-
malaga.com)
- integration of incoming students is achieved in an initial meeting and in the collective subjects
The international office offers counselling for outgoing students about studies programme, credits’ recognition,
accommodation, etc.

Teachers:
-We offer help with the translation of masterclasses given by visiting incoming teachers
- We designated a coordinator of the same branch for every proposal of a incoming teacher who will coordinate the period
of the Masterclasses, the contact with students, the accomodation of the invited teacher, etc.
- We offer help to outgoing teachers about institution with Bilateral agreement and the most related institution to their
proposals.

Please explain the expected impact of your participation in the Programme on the modernisation of your
institution (for each of the 5 priorities of the Modernisation Agenda*) in terms of the policy objectives you intend
to achieve. (max. 3000 characters)

Original language [EN]
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* COM (2011) 567 (http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0567:FIN:EN:PDF) 

1) Increasing attainment level:

We want to reflect the aim of integrating a broader cross-section of society into higher education, by diversifying our
international agenda and enable students (local as well as foreign) to attend exchange programs regardless of their social
background.

2) Improving the quality and relevance of higher education:

Remain flexibility to revise curricula to adapt to the needs of students and their future professional environment and in this
regard be open to innovative perspectives we can gain through the experience of international mobility programms.

Mobility activities should as well facilitate the professional development of our administrative and teaching staff.

Monitor ex-students (international) career paths and based on that potentially re-evaluate teaching and administration
structures, to connect the agenda for mobility activities with the professional development of (incoming, outgoing) students,
teachers and staff.

3) Strengthening quality through mobility and cross-border co-operation:

Remain strongly involved in existing interchange programms and through this structures develop new international
networks.

Establish long-term participation in important interchange programms as ERASMUS, in order to be able to offer a
framework for building learning mobility more systematically into curricula and institutionalizing the recognition of credits
gained abroad.

With a vivid and active participation of our Institution in the ERASMUS programme, we aim to contribute to a fertile ground
for an improved access, flexible employment conditions and progression opportunities for students, researchers and
teachers from a international point of view.

4)  Linking higher education, research and business for excellence and regional development (knowledge triangle):  Bring
talented people into innovative environments through ERASMUS mobility activities.

Keep and enhance contact with local an foreign institutions which are linked to students professional development. The
international enhancement can be e.G. achieved through close contact to institutional partners inside the ERASMUS
programme .

Through remaining and fostering our international co-operations we seek to contribute to strengthening the knowledge-
transfer infrastructure of higher education institutions in inter-academic networks

5) Improving governance and funding:

Supporting a diversity of strategic choices, by also intending to diversify the networks of academic interchange.

Ensure participation in important academic interchange programms such as ERASMUS, to strengthen funding possibilities
for alternative measures of academic interchange and guarantee an autonomy to set strategic directions.
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